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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the existence of solutions of boundary value 
problems for nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations of the form 
Wx) + g@(x)) =.0x) in R, (1) 
and 
B,u=O on &2, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, 
wherefE L,(O) and the linear boundary value problem 
Lu=O in a, 
B,u=O on %2, k=O, I ,..., m- 1, 
has a nontrivial linear space of solutions (kernel) of dimension one spanned 
by a strictly positive function 8. Let L? be a bounded domain in RN with 
regular boundary 8Q. 
We assume that L = Cii, Sm.,j, Gm (- l)j @(a@) is a uniformly elliptic 
selfadjoint differential operator with aij = aii E C”@) for 1 iI, VI 6 m. We 
assume that B,, k = 0, l,..., m - 1, is a system of linear boundary operators 
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with coefficients in Cm(aQ) satisfying complementary conditions with 
respect to L on X? in the sense of [2, Chap. 11. 
Let g: R -+ R be a continuous and bounded function with g’ also bounded, 
i.e., / g’(s)] < B. s E R. 
In the present paper we shall show that the existence and multiplicity of 
solutions to Eq. (1) can be determined, for f sufficiently small, by 
considering the zeroes of g. Our technique employs alternative methods and 
nonlinear functional analysis as developed by Cesari (see [6, 71). The 
existence results in this paper complement the results due to [3-5, 7, 9, 10, 
14, 15, 21, 221 which make use of a Landesman-Lazer condition. Additional 
references can be found in [7]. In particular, while the usual 
Landesman-Lazer conditions require the existence of nonzero limits 
satisfying (with possibly the +co and - co reversed) 
lim sup g(s) < lim inf g(s), 
s-1-m S-+a, 
our results allow these limits to be either zero, or not to satisfy the 
inequality. Furthermore, there is no restriction as to the rate at which g(s) 
may decay. Other results along these lines may be found in [3,4,8-13, 171. 
FuEik [8, 111, FuEik and Krbec [ 121, and Ambrosetti and Mancini [ 3 ] 
obtain the existence of solutions to Eq. (1) when the above limits are both 
zero under the assumption that g(s) approaches zero more slowly than s-’ 
as s -+ f co. Hess [ 131 obtains similar results where the rate at which g(s) 
decays is only restricted as s + +co or s -+ -co. In [ 171, Nagle and 
Singkofer obtain existence results for ordinary differential equations with no 
restriction concerning the rate at which g(s) decays. Moreover, their results 
apply when the usual Landesman-Lazer conditions do not hold, i.e., 
lim s---co sup g(s) > lim,,, inf g(s) and lim,,, sup g(s) 2 lim,,-, infg(s). 
Our multiplicity results appear to be new even for the case where the 
Landesman-Lazer conditions are satisfied. Multiplicity results have also 
been obtained by [3,4,9, 131. By employing the contraction mapping prin- 
ciple, Ambrosetti and Prodi [4] and FuEik [9] obtain the existence of zero, 
one, or two solutions to Eq. (1) under Landesman-Lazer conditions. 
Ambrosetti and Mancini [3] and Hess [ 131 have established multiplicity 
results through the use of degree theory. Hess obtains the existence of one or 
two solutions, while Ambrosetti and Mancini obtain the existence of at least 
p pairs of solutions where the kernel of L has dimension p. In the case of 
Corollaries 3 and 4 in Section 4 we determine the existence of an infinite 
number of solutions. 
Our assumption that the kernel of L is spanned by a strictly positive 
function e is not as restrictive as it appears. With our assumptions on L it is 
known that the smallest eigenvalue of L is simple and its eigenspace is 
spanned by a strictly positive eigenfunction when the boundary conditions 
409/94/1bl5 
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B,u = 0 on 8.0, k = 0, l,..., m - 1, are the usual Neumann boundary 
conditions [20, pp. 89-91; 23, p. 5701. The simplest case occurs when the 
kernel of L is the constants. An example where the linear operator has a 
strictly positive nonconstant kernel is given in 
-Au - u + ceeu2 sin(ln( 1 + u’)) = f on (71/4,371/4)x (0,7c) 
with boundary conditions, which are not Neumann conditions, 
2+(x, y) = 0 for 7114 < x < 37t/4, y = 0 or 7r, 
u(7r/4, y) - u,(7c/4, y) = 0 for 0 < y < 7t, 
u(37r/4, y) + u,(37r/4, y) = 0 for 0 < y < 71, 
and kernel spanned by 0(x, y) = sin x > 2-l’*. Moreover, the nonlinearity is 
not expansive in the sense of [ 121, but is e-expansive (see Section 4). It now 
follows from Corollary 3 in Section 4 that this equation has an infinite 
number of solutions for ]c/ and f sufftciently small. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITIES 
Let C(B), C?(Q), C(0), and L,(Q) be the usual function spaces. For any 
integer k > 0 let W”*p(f2) be the Sobolev space of real functions in L,(B) for 
which, in the sense of distributions, D’u E L,(R) for Ii] < k, with norm 
Let L, B,, R satisfy the assumptions in Section 1. Let C;(Q) denote the 
set of u E P@) satisfying B,u = 0 on a0 for k = 0, I,..., m - 1. Let V be 
the closure of C;(Q) in Wm*‘(0). 
The formal differential operator L corresponds to the bilinear form 
B&u)= x j czij(X) D’u(x) D’u(x) dx. 
lil<m 12 
ljl Cm 
It follows from our assumptions on L that B is a bounded bilinear form on 
I’, and using Garding’s inequality, B is coercive over V. We can think of L 
as being generated by B via the Lax-Milgram Theorem [ 11. 
As assumed in Section 1, the kernel of L is spanned by a strictly positive 
function 8. In particular, let a, p be constants such that 0 < a < f?(x) <p for 
all x E R. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of L in L*(Q). 
It follows from standard elliptic regularity results that 8 is in Coo(Q). Hence, 
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8 E IV”“(D) for all k > 0, p > 1. We can now uniquely express functions 
u E W”~“(f2) by u = v + ct9, where c is a constant and u is in 
(Z-Z’) Wk”(sl). We shall assume 
There is a constant a, > 0 such that 
03) 
for all u E (Z-P) IV”*‘(Q), where v is the constant such that 
] g’(s)] < g for all s E R. 
Assumption (B) is somewhat stronger than is necessary. One can show, 
however, for linear differential operators L which satisfy the above 
assumptions excluding (B), that there is always a spectral projection P onto 
the span of a suitable finite number of eigenfunctions such that (B) is 
satisfied (see [ 18, Lemma 1; 19, Lemma 2; or 16, Lemma 41). We are 
considering the special case where P is the projection onto the kernel of L. 
It is immediately seen that equation (1) is equivalent to the system 
Lv + (I-P)g(u t cQ=f,, (2) 
WV t 4 =f2 7 (3) 
where fi = (Z - P)f and fi = Pf: Here we assume that P is the projection 
onto the kernel of L and commutes with L. 
In the next lemma we show that Eq. (2) can be uniquely solved for each 
c E R. Recall L is a uniformly elliptic selfadjoint differential operator which 
is generated by a coercive bilinear form B over V, the closure of C:(Q) in 
IVm*‘(J2). We assume P is the orthogonal projection in L,(Q) onto the kernel 
of L. We assumed g: R + R is a continuous and bounded function such that 
1 g’(s)1 < q for all s E R. 
LEMMA 1. Let L, P, and g be as given above and assume (B) is satisfied. 
Then for every constant c E R, there is a unique element v(c), 
v(c) E (Z - P) IV*‘(Q), satisfying Eq. (2). Moreover, the map v : R -+ 
(Z - P) FVJ(O) is continuous for c E R and v(c) E Wm*‘(Q), and v(c, . ) 
satisfies 
where 6 is the strictly positive function which spans the kernel of L. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 1 is essentially the same as the proof of 
[ 17, Lemma 2.2). An extension of Lemma 1 to the case when L is nonselfad- 
joint and more general nonlinearities can be found in [ 161. We include a 
proof of Lemma 1 here for completeness. 
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Proof of Lemma 1. It follows from (B) that L is a positive selfadjoint 
operator on (Z - P) L*(O) and has a positive selfadjoint square root operator 
S satisfying L, = S*, where L, represents the restriction on L to 
(I -P) L&-i'). M oreover, (B) implies (Lx, x) > a, 11~111.~ for x E D(L) f' 
(Z-P) L,(Q) and thus the operator S is continuous from (I -P) Wms2(fl) 
into (Z-P) L*(Q) and S ’ is continuous from (Z-P) L2(J2) into 
(Z-P) Wmv2(,f?). We also have D(S) = (Z-P) Wm*'(fi?) and R(S) = 
v - PI L*Wn)* 
With this decomposition it follows that solving Eq. (2) is equivalent to 
solving 
sv+s-'(I-P)g(v+cfl)=S-y-,. 
For y E (Z-P) L2(12), let y = Sv, where v E (Z-P) Wmq"(Q). The 
equation now has the form F(y) = S - ‘f, , where F(y) = 
y + S-‘(I - P)g(S-'y + 09). The operator F is defined on all of 
(Z-P) L2(12) since D(S-i) = (Z- P)L,(Cl), and the range of F is in 
(Z- P)L,(Q) since y E (Z-P) L2(f2) and R(S’) = (Z-P) Wm3'(i2) f? 
(Z-P) L,(Q). Since 1 g’(s)1 ’ b is ounded and g is a continuous function, it is 
easy to show that the map y into g(s-‘y + CO) is continuous from 
(Z-P) L*(Q) into (Z-P) L#). Hence since S-i and P are linear, the 
operator F is a hemicontinuous map from (Z - P)L,(R) back into 
v--P)L*w 
Since 1 g’(s)] is bounded, it follows using the mean value theorem that 
(g(zd -g(z*), Zl - z2> > -7 IlZl - z2lli.2. 
Using this inequality and (B), we have for y, and y, E (Z - P) L2(Q) 
(F(Y,) -F(Y,),Y, -~2) 
= (Y, -Y*?Yl -Y*) 
+ (g(S-'y, + ce)-g(s-'y, + cfq, s-'Y, - s-'Y,) 
2 II Yl -Y*ll:,* - rl IIs-‘y, - s-‘Y211;,2. 
Since D(L) is dense in (Z - P) L*(Q), it follows from the continuity of S and 
S-’ that 
II Yl -Yells,* = IISVI - S~*ll~,* 
= (Lo(v* - v*), VI - u*> 
2 am II5 - v211h2 + rl/l~I - ML. 
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Combining this with our previous inequality gives 
Hence F is strongly monotone on (1-P) L,(Q), and it follows from a 
standard result in monotone operator theory that the range of F is all of 
(I- P)L,(Q). It also follows from the strong monotonicity of F that F is 
one to one. Hence for each c E R there is one and only one 
YE (I-P)L,W such that F(y) = S -if,. Thus Eq. (2) has a unique 
solution for each c E R. If we let u(c) denote the unique solution, then 
c+ u(c) is a map from R into (I- P)L,(R). Since v(c) must also lie in 
D(L), V(C) is actually in (I- P) IP*‘(L2). 
To derive the inequality for (Iu(c)II,,~ recall that by (B) &x,x) > 
anI 1141~,* + rl ll~ll~,2 f or x E D(L) n (I- P) L*(Q). Using this inequality, the 
fact that v(c) is a solution to Eq. (2), and our inequality for g, i.e., (g(z,) - 
d4 ~1-~z~~--);711~,--z,ll~,,, we have 
a, IlWll~,2 + rl II WltL 
< (WC), G>) 
= - (g(e) + 45 4c>) + (f, 3 u(c)> 
= - (g(e) + 4 - d4, v(c)) 
- (sw% 4c)) + (fi 7 4c)) 
G rl II NIL + II &w9lo,z II~~C)llo,* 
+ 1l.h 110.2 II Wlo.2* 
Thus, since 11 . l),,z < II . Ilm,Z, we have 
and our inequality is proved. 
To show that the map c + u(c) is continuous from R into (I - P) W”~‘(Q) 
under the IV**(O) topology, let c, and c2 be real numbers and let V, = u(c,) 
and v, = v(cZ). Using the inequality in (B), the fact that v(c) is a solution to 
Eq. (2), and the inequality for g, we have 
Qm II 0, - u*llfn,2 + v II VI - d,* 
< (Jqu, - u*), v1- u2) 
= - (g(c, e + v,) - dc,e t u,), u1 - u2) 
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+ II gcc,e+ “l)-g(c,e+ v2)/10.2 IIc1~-c2~II”.2 
G rl II v* - ~2lG,2 + 2rl II VI - ~2IIo.2 ICI -c2lll~llo,2 
+ rl ICI - c2 I2 II w,2 + {II &I 6 + ~IIlO,Z 
+ II g@28 + ~2)llo,2IIc, - c2lll~llo,2~ 
Since II . Ilo,2 < II . lL.2, we have 
%ll~l-~211~,2~ P~ll~,-~2llo,2+~Ic,-c2lll~llo,* 
-I- II a, 8 + ~,)llo,z 
+ II g(c2~ + ~2No,*lIc* - c2111%2’ 
Since g is bounded andf, is fixed, it follows from our previous inequality for 
II WI,,2 that II u1 - ~2110,2 is bounded. Hence the term in brackets is bounded 
for c, near c2 and hence the map c-+ v(c) is continuous from R into 
(I - P) W”‘*‘(Q). This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Upon substituting v(c) into Eq. (3) we have 
THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. Then Eq. (1) 
is equivalent to the alternative problem 
me + v(c)) =.f2 3 cER, 
where c is a real constant, v(c) E IV-‘(Q) for any c and v(c) has the 
properties stated in Lemma 1. 
Employing an argument by FuEik and Krbec ] 121, we can show the 
solution to Eq. (2) has certain regularity properties. 
THEOREM 2. Let v(c) be the unique solution to Eq. (2) for a given c. 
Then there exists a constant R,{, which depends upon the bound on g and on 
lIf*Ilo,cx such that 
I/ e)ll c(n) G Rf, (4) 
for all real numbers c. For ajked g, R, is a continuous function of jl f, II,,,*. 
Proof This theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3 in [ 121. We 
shall just sketch the proof here. 
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A fundamental property of elliptic operators is that for every p > 1 there is 
a c(p) > 0 such that 
for all u E C;(Q) (see [2, Chap. 51). Moreover, if u E C?(a) n (Z-P) V, 
then 
II ullm,, G IIU ll2m.p G 4PWU lI0.p (5) 
(see [ 12, Lemma 21). 
Let p > max{n/m, 1 }. Since (Z-P) P(Q) is dense in (Z-P) L,,(Q), we 
can choose a sequence of functions hj E P(Q) such that 
I hi(X) f?(x) dx = 0 R 
and 
lim h, = (Z - P){f- g(cB + v(c))} 
j-m 
in L,(Q). For each j let uj E C”(fi) be a solution to the boundary value 
problem 
Luj = hj in J2, 
B,uj = 0 ona0, k=O, l,,.., m- 1 
(for existence of such u,‘s see [2]). Using inequality (5) we can show that the 
sequence (Z - P) uj converges in Wm9”(Q) to v(c) as j + co, since 
llCz - p> uj - v(c)llm,p G c(P)llL(uj - v(c)>llO,p 
=c(P)Ilhj- (z-P){f-kdce + u(c)>IllO,p 
+ 0. 
Since p was chosen so that p > n/m, we have from the Sobolev imbedding 
theorems that v(c) E C(fi) and 
II U(cIIC(D) G cI Il”(c>llm,p~ 
where C, is a constant which is independent of g and f: Since 
Lu(c) = (Z - P)(f- g(c8 + u(c))}, it follows from inequality (5) that 
II v(cIl C(n) < c* II u(cIlm,p G cIc(P>llLu(c)llO,p 
G Cl W(meas Q)“’ Pf + IIA llo,oo 1
5s Rf, ’ 
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where A4 is a bound on g(x) and f, = (I- P)J: Thus for a fixed g, R, is a 
continuous function of ]]f, ]]O,oo. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In order for the existence theorems in the next section to hold 
we only need to assume 
(i) There exists a unique solution V(C) to Eq. (2) for each real number 
c. 
(ii) The mapping taking c to u(c) is continuous from the real line into 
wm”(n). 
(iii) There exists a constant R,, which depends upon the bound for g 
and upon llfiIl0,co such that for a fixed g, R, is a continuous function of 
llfillo,m* 
We have shown that these conditions are satisfied using arguments 
involving monotone operators and a priori estimates for elliptic operators. 
Ambrosetti and Mancini [3] under similar assumptions on L and g obtain 
for each c the existence of a unique solution to Eq. (2) using variational 
techniques. Moreover, they show the continuous dependence upon c and 
obtain a bound for v(c) in the IF*‘(fi) norm. By the a priori estimates one 
can show that v(c) is bounded in C(Q). In the results to follow we shall 
implicitly assume that L, g, and f are such that the conditions given in 
Theorem 1, and consequently Theorem 2, are met. 
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We shall begin by assuming g:R -+ R has only a countable (possibly finite) 
number of separated zeros which we shall denote by {z,},,~. We take Z to 
be the set (0, f 1, f2,... } when g has an infinite number of zeros and 
(0, 1, 2,..., N} when g has a finite number of zeros. In addition we assume 
that the zeros of g are ordered so that z, < z,+ i . The case when g is zero on 
an interval or has a converging sequence of distinct zeros will be considered 
in Section 5. As in Section 1 we have denoted by a, 0 > 0 the constants such 
that 0 < a < B(x) </I < co for x E Q. Our fundamental existence theorem is 
THEOREM 3. Let there be zeros z, and z, of g such that for j = n, m 
(a +P)Ro < min{azj+i -/Lrj,pzj+i -azj} (6) 
and g has constant and opposite signs on the intervals (zj, zj+ ,), j = n, m, 
where R, is the constant obtained in Theorem 2 for f, = 0. Then there exist 
ply p2 > 0 so that isIIfIIIo,, <pl and I J”o f2 131& pZ , then there is at least one 
solution to Eq. (1). 
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Proof: Since, for fixed g, R, is a continuous function of jlj’, JJ,,co, it 
follows from inequality (6) that there exists a pi > 0 so that if l/f, Il,,oo <pi, 
then inequality (6) is satisfied with R, replaced by R,, i.e., for j = n, m, 
(a + p) R,, < min {azj+ , - Pzjl Pj+ L - azj}. 
Without loss of generality assume that g is positive on (z,,, z,, I). Let 
-R,, < 0. Since inequality (6) is satisfied, we have (a t p) R, < 
;::I - az, and hence (z,, + R/,)/P < (z,,+, - R,Ja. We may now chose a 
constant c, < 0 such that (z, + R,,)//3 < c, < (zn+ I - R,)/a. Similarly, when 
Z ntl -R,, > 0, we can choose a constant ci > 0 such that (zn + Rf,)/a < c, < 
(z tlt1 - R,,)/p. For our choice of c, we have 
z,~~c,-R~,~~~B+u(c,)~~~,+R~,~~~+~, if c,>O, 
z,<10c,-RRf,6c,8+u(c,)~acl+Rf,<z,+,, if c,<O. 
(7) 
Define the function T:R -+ R by r(c) = In g(c0 + V(C)) B - lnfz 8. Using 
inequality (7) and our assumption that g is positive on (z”, z,, ,), we 
conclude that there exists a y, > 0 so that 
Thus for (o fiS < y1 I( 81(,,, we have that T(c,) > 0. 
In a similar manner, working on (z,, z, + ,) we can show that there is a c2 
so that (z, + Rf,)/a < c2 < (z~+~ -R,,)/P if zmfl --Rfi > 0 or 
(z, t Rf,)//? < c2 < (z,+ i - RJ/cI if z,+ i - R, < 0 and consequently, since 
g has the opposite sign on (z,, z,+ i), r(c,) ,< 0 if llo&13[ is sufficiently 
small. 
Now let p2 > 0 be selected so that jj,f,Sj 6 p2 implies that T(c,) > 0 and 
T(c,) < 0. Since g and v are continuous, we obtain a c, between c, and c2 
such that T(c,) = 0. Since T(c) = 0 is equivalent to Pg(cB f v(c)) =f,, 
Theorem 3 now follows from Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 3 we obtain the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1. Let g(s) be an odd function and let z, = 0. Then 5f 
1 +Pla <z,+,, there are pl, p2 > 0 so that if llf, Ilo,m < pI and l.f,f, 0 I < p2, 
then Eq. (1) has at least one solution. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from Theorem 3 upon noticing that g 
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has constant and opposite sign on (zm , z, + i) and (z,_ , , zm) by the oddness 
of g and inequality (6) is satisfied for j = m - 1, m. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. Let g have a finite number of zeros and assume there 
exists a constant M > 0 such that for 1 s ( > M, sg(s) > 0 (or c 0). Then there 
is a p > 0 so that if IJo fi 81 < p, then Eq. (1) has at least one solution. 
Proof: Let zN be the largest zero of g and z0 the smallest zero. We shall 
consider the case when sg(s) > 0 for /s( > M; the other case follows 
similarly. 
Let Z= M. For any fixed f, we can always choose i > Z such that 
(a $ j3) R,, < ai -/I?‘. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we use the fact that 
g(s) > 0 on (Y, 2) and this inequality to show that there exists a c, E (Z; 2) so 
that T(c,) = la g(c, 19 + v(c,)) 8 - ln f,0 > 0 for 11, fill sufficiently small. 
In an analogous fashion using i = -M and choosing r < z^ so that 
(a +/I) R,, < /3.z” - a& we obtain the existence of a c2 E (Z; z^) so that 
T(c,) < 0 for 1 j, f2 01 sufficiently small. 
The continuity of g and v(c) imply the existence of a c0 between c, and c, 
so that T(c,,) = 0. Q.E.D. 
4. MULTIPLICITY OF SOLUTIONS 
We shall assume as was done in Section 3 that g has a countable number 
of separated zeros which we shall denote by {zn}. 
Our fundamental multiplicity theorem is 
THEOREM 4. Assume there exist integers n, < n, < n2 < . .. < nk such 
that for j = 0, l,..., k 
(a +P)& c min{az,j+, -Pz,,Pz,+, -az,l (8) 
and 
wr’m > 0 (<O) (9) 
for all s E (znj, z,,+ , ).ThenwecanjGzdp,,p,>Osothatif)/f,ll,,,<p,and 
1 In f, 13(,< pZ , then Eq. (1) has at least k solutions. 
ProoJ: Let p1 > 0 be chosen so that 
(a f P) R,, < min {az,, , - Pz,, bni+ 1 - az,J 
holds for j = 0, l,..., k and (1 f,Ilo,a, Qp,. Notice, using (9), that g has 
constant and opposite signs on (z,,,, z,,,) and (z,,~+,, z”,+,+ ,) for j= 0, 
1 ,..., k - 1. From Theorem 3 there exist pZ > 0 and constants cO, c1 ,..., ck SO 
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that for jjDfi 19) < p2, (-1)’ T(c,) > 0 (CO), where r is the function defined in 
the proof of Theorem 3. From the continuity of r we obtain constants 
d , ,..., d, satisfying ci-i < di ( ci, i = l,,.., k such that T(di) = 0, i = l,..., k. 
Thus each di gives rise to a distinct solution. It follows that Eq. (1) has at 
least k solutions. Q.E.D. 
A function g(s) is called &expanding if g has an infinite number of zeros 
and there exists an integer K such that for all n > K (or n < K) 
(a+P)&<az,+,-Pz, (en+ I - az,). 
With the concept of e-expanding functions we shall now give sufficient 
conditions for Eq. (1) to have an infinite number of distinct solutions. 
COROLLARY 3. Assume g is e-expanding and g’(z,) # 0 for n > K 
(n < K), where K is the constant given in the definition of e-expanding. Then 
there are p,,p2 >O so that whenever ~~f,~~O,co <p, and \Jof,@ <pZr Eq. (1) 
has an infinite number of solutions. 
Proof. Consider the case when n > K. The other case follows in a similar 
fashion. 
Since g is e-expanding and z, < z,+ ,, the zeros of g approach -+-co. 
Without loss of generality we can assume for n > K, the z,‘s are all positive. 
Hence since 0 < a <p, pz,,+ i - az, is greater than az,+ 1 - /?z,. 
Let J be any positive integer. Since g is e-expanding, we can choose 
P,,~ > 0 so that 
for n = K + l,..., K + J and llf, (IO,m < ~r,~. As a consequence of Theorem 4, 
there is a pZ,J > 0 so that if IJ&@l <p,,,, then Eq. (1) has J solutions. 
In the above fashion we can chose two nonincreasing sequences of positive 
real numbers {P,,~} and {P*,~} so that whenever llf,Ilo,m <P,,~ and 
lS,f*~l < PZ.J, then Eq. (1) has at least J solutions. Letting J-+ 03, we 
obtain the nonnegative constants p, = lim,,, p, ,J and p2 = lim,,, pZ,J and 
the corollary follows. Q.E.D. 
As a special case of e-expanding nonlinearities, we shall consider 
nonlinearities which are T-periodic and 8 E 1. 
COROLLARY 4. Let ker L consist of the constant functions, e.g., 8~ 1. 
Assume g(s) is T-periodic; there exist n and m such that 
2R,<zj+,-zj 
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for j = n, m; and g has constant and opposite signs on the intervals (z,, zi + , ) 
for j= n, m. Then we can find pl, p2 > 0 so that whenever I/f, //,,,x <p, and 
iio f,Sl <<pZ Eq. (1) has an infinite number of solutions. 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that z,, z,+ , , z,, and 
Z ,,,+, occur within one period. Then arguing as before, when p1 and pZ are 
chosen appropriately, we obtain a c in each interval of length T on the real 
line such that T(c) = 0 and thus Eq. (1) has a solution corresponding to each 
of the c’s. The corollary now follows. Q.E.D. 
As an immediate consequence of this result we obtain 
COROLLARY 5. Let ker L consist of the constant functions, e.g., 8 = 1. 
Assume that g is T-periodic and 
% (zn+l -z, 
for all n. Then if g’(z,) # 0 for all n, there are p,, pz > 0 so that tf 
llf,/lo,m <p, and I~afzS( <pZ, Eq. (1) has an infinite number of solutions. 
Proof: This corollary follows from Corollary 4 since g’(z,) # 0 implies 
that g has constant and opposite signs on the intervals (zn-, , ZJ and 
(zn,zn+*). Q.E.D. 
5. REMARKS 
(1) An existence result similar to Theorem 3 can be shown for the case 
when g is zero on an interval or has a converging sequence of zeros by 
requiring g to be nonzero in the intervals (z,, z,+ ,) and (zm, z,+ ,). This 
condition was assumed in Theorem 3. The other theorems remain true with 
the obvious modifications. In particular, our main existence and multiplicity 
theorems remain valid for nonlinearities g with compact support. 
(2) It is evident from the proof of Theorem 3 that inequality (6) can be 
weakened to read 
(a+P)R,< azj+l-pzjt if zj + R, > 0, 
<BZj+ldazj, if zj+, -&GO, 
< Max {oZj+, - PZj, pzj+, - azj)}, otherwise. 
(3) The constant R, in inequality (6) of Theorem 3 whose existence was 
shown in Theorem 2 may be difficult to determine. This difficulty is due to 
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the use of the Sobolev imbedding theorem to determine the constant C, such 
that IIv(c)llccsr, < C, IIu(c)~[~,~ and the constant c(p) such that 
IIu(c)\I,,~ < c(p)11 L~(c)ll~,~. It is possible, however, to estimate these 
constants and obtain an estimate of R,. In some cases only the existence of 
the constant R, is required. For the problem du + g(u) =f with Neumann 
boundary conditions, iff and g satisfy our basic assumptions and g(s) s > 0 
for Is I sufficiently large, then the existence of R, is all that is needed in order 
for the problem to have a solution. 
(4) An extension of these results to nonlinearities which involve partial 
derivatives of u will be discussed in a future paper. 
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